There is help...
As persons in Recovery, we know the challenges first hand and we know how to access help. You don’t have to be alone Navigating the system. There is hope and we are here for you.

We need you...
We have a stronger voice when yours is united with ours. By joining NAMI Georgia Recovery Council, you bring power to our numbers and a unique voice that many people who experience mental health challenges do not have.

Make a difference.

Recovery Council
NAMI Georgia
4120 Presidential Pkwy, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30340
Email: bbookman1111@aol.com
Mission

Support the mission of NAMI and enhance the effectiveness of peer driven recovery in this organization.

Vision

Participating in creating a recovery community in Georgia.

Improving delivery methods of NAMI signature programs.

Improving the fund-raising capacity of our organization.

Lending our recovery voice to advocacy on the local, state and national levels.

Our Programs

NAMI Peer-to-Peer
A unique program for people living with mental health issues who are interested in establishing and maintaining their own wellness and recovery

NAMI In Our Own Voice
Presentations that change attitudes, assumptions and stereotypes by describing the reality of living with mental health challenges. Finally, see how recovery is real.

NAMI Connection Support Group
Gain insight from hearing the challenges and successes of others. The groups are led by NAMI-trained facilitators

NAMI Family Support Group
Peer-led support group for family members, caregivers, and loved ones of individuals living with mental health issues. Gain insight from others facing similar circumstances.

NAMI Family-to-Family
Free 12-session program for family and loved ones of people living with mental health challenges. Improve coping skills, problem solving and communication abilities.

NAMI Ending the Silence
Helps middle and high schoolers understand mental illness. Teaches warning signs, raises awareness, and changes perceptions regarding mental health conditions.

OTHER OFFERINGS: Monthly Education Meetings, NAMI Basics, NAMI Recovery Group Facilitator and Parents and Teachers as Allies.

A better way of life...

This organization was created for the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) to act as a voice for persons in recovery from all parts of the United States. NAMI members are people striving to live lives of whole health and wellness in recovery. The creation of this council demonstrates the valuable contribution that lived experience makes to the recovery community across the state and to the improvement of mental health services in Georgia.

Personal stories, publicly expressed, provide others with a better understanding of the triumph that it is to overcome mental health challenges. They demonstrate the absolute necessity for improvement in current mental health services. Our daily victories over our challenges require a voice. If we all “unite” and start talking, it will be impossible not to be heard.

Unite as one voice to be heard.